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Abstract— The NATO wide area network provides secure

IP services to NATO commands and agencies, and offers in-

formation exchange gateways to nations and coalition opera-

tions. The IP services support the NATO-wide deployment

of core automated information systems (AIS), and the place-

ment of specific functional area services (e.g., intelligence, lo-

gistics, C2IS for the services, etc.) at commands. To maintain

and improve interoperability within NATO and with partners,

NATO will transition from version four of the Internet Pro-

tocol (IPv4) to version six (IPv6). The transition to IPv6 will

involve the IP network, the information exchange gateways,

the core AIS, the functional area services, and the supporting

CIS infrastructure. The IPv6 naming and addressing plan

being developed supports the NATO command structure and

interoperability with NATO partners. The critical issue in the

planning process is to support the incremental introduction of

IPv6 whilst maintaining network security and reliable inter-

working with existing IPv4 systems and limiting increases in

operations and maintenance costs. To minimise costs and

maximise effectiveness NATO is planning the transition in

a timescale that is commensurate with commercial adoption

in NATO countries, the technology refreshment points for ma-

jor systems, and the availability of IPv6 security components.

New NATO projects will prepare for the transition by detailing

their IPv6 upgrade path and procuring dual stack (IPv4 and

IPv6) equipment. NATO will develop and adopt standardised

approaches for IPv6 protocols and network design.
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1. Introduction

The NATO operates a broad range of communications and

information systems (CIS) at NATO headquarters (HQ),

organizations and agencies. The sites are linked by the

NATO secret wide area network (NSWAN), which pro-

vides a NATO-wide, cost-effective, interoperable and se-

cure capability. NATO also operates the NATO unclassi-

fied WAN (NUWAN) and a number of mission/theatre clas-

sified WANs (MSWAN). The NATO WANs provide crypto-

graphically protected virtual private networks (VPN). The

traffic on the plaintext (high side) side of the encryption

device is referred to as “red”, whilst the enciphered traf-

fic (on the low side) is referred to as “black”. The terms

“red” and “black” are used in this paper to refer to these

two cryptographically separated routing domains as shown

in Fig. 1.

The NATO CIS are divided into core area services (CAS),

which are used by all NATO users, and the functional area

services (FAS), which are role-based applications. The CAS

provides NATO-wide automated information applications

such as electronic mail, web services and document prepa-

ration tools. The FAS support specific functions such as

logistics, ground, maritime and air operations, intelligence

services, etc. The NATO CIS interfaces to national fixed

Fig. 1. “Red” and “black” routing domains.

and mobile networks to cover the whole NATO area to

support high level political consultation and command and

control of military forces. NATO CIS is being transformed

to achieve the NATO network enabled capability (NNEC)

with a seamless flow of information, and to support the

NATO response force (NRF). The NATO response force

will be a coherent, high readiness, joint, multinational force

package, technologically advanced, flexible, deployable, in-

teroperable and sustainable. As part of the ongoing CIS

transformation NATO is planning for a transition of the

packet switched NATO VPN (NVPN) from version four of

the Internet Protocol (IPv4) to version six (IPv6) [1].

At the time of writing three NATO nations (FR, GE,

US [2]) have issued directives relating to the use of IPv6

in their national defence infrastructure, and the US has

directed the use of IPv6 in other government depart-

ments [3, 4]. The Commission of the European Com-

munities issued a communication to the Council and the

European parliament in 2002 [5] which called upon mem-

ber states to encourage transition towards IPv6. All ma-

jor vendors of network routers support IPv6, and the ven-

dor of the dominant operating system for PCs (Microsoft)

has stated that the next major update to the Windows plat-

form, due out in 2006, will use IPv6 as the preferred trans-

port [6].

The main goals for the NATO IPv6 transition are to:

– support the NNEC seamless flow of information;

– maintain and improve interoperability;
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– take advantage of new capabilities to increase func-

tionality and reduce cost;

– stay in line with commercial developments.

This paper considers the planning necessary to achieve the

NATO IPv6 transition goals, which involves a pervasive

change across the whole of NATO CIS and interfaces to

NATO nations and NATO partners. The aims and objec-

tives of the transition planning are presented, and an outline

is given of the technical areas being considered. This paper

focuses on the transition planning for the communications

systems, and discusses planning guidance to NATO and

national users at the strategic and tactical level on using

the IPv6 NATO WANs.

2. The IPv6 transition planning – outline

The NATO IPv6 transition planning will:

• Develop an evolutionary IPv6 transition plan for

NATO CIS infrastructure:

– specify the IPv6-support to be built into the

NATO WANs;

– specify the approach for naming, addressing,

routing, network management, security and

transition mechanisms in the NATO WANs.

• Determine the manner in which interoperability will

be maintained with NATO partners during the tran-

sition:

– develop guidance to NATO partners on inter-

working with NATO during the transition.

• Provide NATO with the concepts and know-how to

migrate the CIS across strategic and deployed sys-

tems to work on a single virtual IPv6 network:

– develop guidance to core and functional area

services to become IPv6-ready;

– identify the standards which must be supported

in specific functional elements.

• Identify new capabilities in IPv6 of which NATO can

take advantage:

– examine: multicast, anycast, multiple address

plans, radically increased address space, auto

configuration, mobility support, flow label-

ling, etc.

• Determine the timelines and approaches which

achieve the best cost-benefit for the transition in

a timescale commensurate with the commercial adop-

tion in NATO countries:

– work with NATO nations, partners, and indus-

try on timeline planning.

• The transition planning is broad in scope to introduce

the system, technical and operational views which

need to be considered due to the pervasive nature of

an IP transition. In order to support the broad nature

of the planning process, the follow methods are used:

– technical studies;

– NATO working groups with representation

from all NATO stakeholders;

– in-house test-beds and multinational experimen-

tation;

– participation in IPv6-related forums and events;

– IPv6-related training.

3. IPv6-support in the NATO WANs

The NATO WANs must maintain full support for existing

IPv4 services during the transition period, to avoid breaks

in operational service. This means that the IPv6-support

must be in parallel to the IPv4 support, and must not neg-

atively impact it. A second requirement is that the IPv6

access must be ubiquitous, rather than constrained to spe-

cific network access points. The transition to IPv6 is en-

visaged as evolutionary, with an initial low level of IPv6

traffic, which increases over the lifetime of the transition.

The transition period is expected to be measured in decades

because of the need to maintain IPv4 support to inter-work

with legacy systems. The IPv6 support must thus scale

from minimal usage to being the dominant traffic type, and

should do so in a manner that is cost-effective over the

lifetime of the transition.

The NATO WANs need to support routing of IPv6 traf-

fic in an efficient manner, and name resolution through an

IPv6-enabled domain name service (DNS), which needs

to operate effectively in parallel to an IPv4-enabled DNS.

The whole network must be operated securely with guard

technology to protect against external network attacks, and

intrusion detection to monitor the internal integrity of the

environment.

3.1. Naming structure

The fully qualified domain names applied to network de-

vices are frequently visible to users (for example in uniform

resource locators – URLs) and so need to make sense to

non-technical staff, as well as supporting the needs of net-

work managers. The naming structure is often driven by

organizational structure, and uses a standardized format for

naming devices types (routers, switches, workstations) and

usage (mail server, firewall, administrator, etc.).

The transition from IPv4 to IPv6 does not intrinsically

alter the organizational structure or application usage;

therefore the existing IPv4 naming structure will be ap-

plied to IPv6. The approach clearly simplifies the net-

work manager’s task of identifying a specific device in both

the IPv4 and IPv6 network. The approach also means that
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the user does not need to know whether an application

is being accessed via IPv4 or IPv6, as the same name

can be used in both cases. De-conflicting the resolving

of DNS queries which may result in an IPv4 or an IPv6 ad-

dress (or both) places some constraints on the deployment

of the IPv6.

3.2. Addressing plan

Numerical representations of IPv4 addresses are usually

hidden from end users, who use the human-readable names

instead. The addressing plan can thus be divorced from

organizational structure and the use to which a network el-

ement is put; and be driven by the network structure to

improve operating efficiency and easy maintenance. Two

significant considerations for the addressing plan are aggre-

gation to reduce routing table size and frequency of rout-

ing advertisements, and scalability to support growth (both

planned and exceptional). An addressing plan therefore

tends to be hierarchically constructed along geographic (or

connectivity) lines, and have reservations for future growth.

The transition from IPv4 to IPv6 does not intrinsically

alter the network structure or growth forecast, therefore

the existing IPv4 addressing plan format will be applied

to IPv6. This may mean that a simple mapping function can

be used to map hierarchical elements of the IPv4 address

onto equivalent elements of the IPv6 address. Clearly there

are differences between the IPv4 and IPv6 address formats

defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF),

such as the number of bits and the manner in which the

addressing mode (unicast, multicast, globally routable ver-

sus private/link-local, etc.) is encoded in the bits, and these

must be taken into account. Some new capabilities in IPv6

which must be assessed are the option to have multiple

addresses plans (with multiple addresses per network inter-

face), the use of anycast, and renumbering.

3.3. Routing

The NATO WANs require an interior gateway proto-

col (IGP) for distributing routing information internally. An

exterior gateway protocol is required for exchanging rout-

ing information with peer networks. NATO currently has

a limited requirement for IP multicast, which seems likely

to increase to achieve the NNEC vision of seamless infor-

mation exchange. The “red” routing domain is separated

from the “black” routing domain by IP-based encryption

devices, but both routing domains must be co-operatively

managed to achieve a stable and robust network that can

support the required network quality of service.

3.4. Network management

A critical element of a reliable CIS infrastructure is the

network management system. The network manager needs

to view the traffic load and health of the distributed network

elements in order to perform problem identification and

resolution, and to plan provisioning schedules. The network

management system will need to be dual-stacked to provide

the monitor and control interface for both the IPv4 and the

IPv6 components. An approach is required that will achieve

harmonized network management of both the “red” and

“black” domains for the NATO WANs. A sample of the

requirements is given below:

• Automated address space management for both IPv4

and IPv6.

• Network monitoring and visualisation for both IPv4

and IPv6.

• Scaleable element management.

• Extensible for QoS, transition mechanisms, gateways,

applications.

• Manage multiple inter-dependent networks:

– IPv4 and IPv6 networks,

– Enciphered virtual private networks (“red”)

over range of bearers (“black”).

3.5. Security

Security is a strong requirement for NATO classified sys-

tems. In addition to the confidentiality requirements which

can be met by a high-grade IPv4 and IPv6-capable encryp-

tion device, there are requirements for integrity, authenti-

cation, non-repudiation, reliability, auditing, intrusion de-

tection, and physical security. The full range of high-grade

security devices must be available in IPv6-capable form

to work in concert with the existing IPv4 devices without

significantly increasing the total cost of ownership of the

secure networks.

3.6. Transition mechanisms

The IETF has issued a number of request for comment

(RFC) documents, e.g. [7–9], which describe a range of

transition mechanisms that meet the identified requirements

for IPv6 support in the NATO WANs. The simplest ini-

tial approach is to transport IPv6 packets encapsulated in

IPv4 packets (tunnelling) over the existing IPv4 infrastruc-

ture. This works well when the IPv6 traffic is sparse, as

was demonstrated by the success of the 6bone [10, 11],

but as an approach its suitability is inversely proportional

to the quantity of IPv6 traffic. Given that the IPv6 traf-

fic will eventually be dominant, a more suitable approach

is to support native IPv4 and IPv6 traffic simultaneously

by using dual-stack network elements. Consideration must

also be given to converting the network cores from IPv4

to IPv6, and tunnelling IPv4 over IPv6 in the core. The

cost-benefit analysis is a significant part of determining the

best approach.
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There are also requirements to gateway traffic between IPv4

and IPv6 systems, i.e., to interconnect them rather than

just enable them to operate in parallel. The IETF has doc-

umented a number of application-level transition mecha-

nisms [7].

There is a body of work on the advantages and dis-

advantages of each transition mechanism in specific cir-

cumstances, which includes guidance on transition plan-

ning [12–15]. This experience will form a valuable input

to NATO.

4. New capabilities in IPv6

The design of IPv6 has benefited from decades of expe-

rience with IPv4 networks. The most visible change is

that the address space has been drastically increased, from

32-bits to 128-bits. Other improvements have also been

made, in the areas of multicast, anycast, mobility, and auto-

configuration. There is also a field which traffic sources

can use to label flows through the network which may offer

practical benefits to NATO networks by enabling a richer

support for network quality of service than is possible for

IPv4 (see for example [16] for the issues, [17] and [18] for

a possible way forward).

5. Guidance to information services

The purpose of enabling IPv6 support in the NATO WANs

is to facilitate IPv6 applications. One obvious part of the

guidance to the information service developers is to port

their networked applications to an IPv6 stack. It is ad-

ditionally necessary to provide guidance on inter-working

IPv4 with IPv6, including information on when to use spe-

cific approaches out of the range on transition mechanisms

available. One example of such guidance is [15].

6. Guidance to NATO partners

Maintaining and improving interoperability with NATO

nations and partners is a key driver for the transition

to IPv6 by NATO. The exchange of information between

NATO and a nation or organization is achieved through

information exchange gateways (IEGs) [19, 20] as shown

in Fig. 2.

The IEGs implement application-level proxies and guard

functions for web and electronic-mail, thereby enabling

controlled release of data. Applications which require ad-

ditional services through the IEG can develop the neces-

sary application-level proxies and accredited guard func-

tions. The IEGs do not provide a general packet routing

service, but instead form an IP break. This means that rout-

ing information does not flow between NATO and nations

or partners through an IEG.

Fig. 2. Use of information exchange gateways.

7. The IPv6 compliance

A common definition of IPv6 compliant that can be uni-

formly applied in procurement of NATO common-funded

equipment is a pre-requisite to achieving a fully functional

IPv6 network, and a vital part of defining a standardized in-

terconnection point for NATO and national systems. Work

on this topic has been performed in a number of fora, in-

cluding the IPv6 ready program [21], the European Com-

munity [22], and the US DoD [23]. NATO will build on

this body of work to develop a common NATO definition

in consultation with the nations.

8. Experimentation

NATO actively utilizes testing, experimentation and exer-

cises to support interoperability testing of NATO and na-

tional systems. Relevant activities include the NATO in-

teroperability environment testing infrastructure (NIETI),

the annual coalition warrior interoperability demonstration,

combined endeavour, the Interoperable Networks for Secure

Communications (INSC) project, and the Combined Feder-

ated Battle Laboratories Network (CFBLNet). INSC [24]

is an eight-nation project to develop the future communica-

tions architecture for combined joint out-of-area operations,

and it has an IPv6-focus [25]. The CFBLNet [26] is an

arrangement between the US, Combined Communications-

Electronics Board (CCEB) and NATO to provide the net-

work of choice for test and evaluation experimentation. The

charter nations/organisations are the US, the CCEB nations

(AUS, CAN, NZ, UK, US), the NATO nations, and NATO

as an organisation. The CFBLNet is currently running

a multinational IPv6 initiative.

In order to achieve increased interoperability experimen-

tation will be used to validate the operation of selected

transition mechanisms, naming and addressing plans, secu-

rity devices, routing approaches, etc. Such experimentation

is already underway and will need to be continued for the

duration of the transition, which is likely to continue for

many years.
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9. Training

Training of the network designers, network operators, se-

curity experts, and application developers will be required

to achieve a successful transition. This will ensure that the

appropriate transition mechanisms are applied in each case,

and with the necessary security configurations.

10. Conclusion

This paper has introduced the areas which must be covered

by the NATO IPv6 transition planning process in order

to successfully manage the introduction and migration to

IPv6 whilst maintaining the interoperability with existing

IPv4 systems over a prolonged transition period.
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